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THE AGE OF OPPORTUNITY
Your father or your mother will remember the excitement which swept the country when "moving
pictures" were first introduced. Today, scarcely
thirty -five years later. you are enjoying the marvels
of natural color talking pictures. Within a single
lifetime this great progress has taken place, bringing opportunity, success and fame to countless
thousands.
About the same time that movies became popular, the Wright
brothers were making their first flights at Kitty hawk. North
Carolina. The aviation industry was horn -and look at it today!
It was just eighteen years ago that station KIKA thrilled the
nation with the first broadcast of presidential election returns;
Today Radio is ranked among the billion -dollar -a -year industries.
with Radio servicemen taking in sixty million dollars last year
for -their labor alone in repairing Radio sets. Radio is still expanding-still creating new opportunities for trained men!

And today, under our very eyes, another huge new industry is
being born. Television transmitters are already feeding picture
signals into the ether, and television receivers are reproducing
these pictures with a quality approaching that of home movies.
No one can predict how soon television may emerge from its experimental stage, creating countless more good jobs for men having the necessary fundamental Radio training.

Today, also, the electronic control field offers unlimited opportunity. The man who knows how to build and install robot ekctric eye devices, electric ears, electric noses, electric feelers, and
electric tasters need never worry about his future -and this industry, like television, is still in its baby days.
Radio, television, electronics -growing despite business recessions
-offering much today and promising more tomorrow -and best
of all, one fundamental course of training can prepare a man for
any one. Truly we are living in an age of opportunity!
E. R. HAAS, Vice-President and
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Directional antenna systems are quite the thing now for broadcast as well as shortwave transmitters, but did you know that up to a few years ago the hard -headed
directors of radio stations scorned the idea that broadcast station signals could be
aimed or concentrated in desired directions? This fascinating story by Alexander
Maxwell, reprinted from 'Scientific American'' magazine, tells how directional broadcast antennas were born, how they are built, and how they work.

physics class it was taught that radio waves
travel in an ever expanding circle, like the
ripples created when a pebble is tossed into still
water. They do, when left to their own devices.
but not being satistiod with anything as simple
as that, engineers have devised ways to make
the waves radiate in the form of a fan. a shamrock, a four -leaf clover, a spatula, a double
watermelon or an airplane propeller. These are
only a few examples of the field patterns which
can he secured by proper design of the transmitting gateau, system.
An engineer named Southwortii went to the bottom of the subject, and when he came tip he hail
over 60 possible patterns for two antenna tower
installations; not stopping there he kept on until
he had worked out the possibilities of all combinations up to 48 towers. The patterns were
startling and glorious to behold, for they ranged
from starfish to daisies and then ended in one
long, lean design no wider than a highway and

stretching out for thousands of miles. That
seemed to be what he was seeking- -virtually a
wireless telephone line. It worked like a charm
and is now in use for transoceanic service.

Broadcasting station engineers pricked up their
ears at the news. Here was something that
looked interesting. for radio reception conditions
were unbearable in congested locations. Government regulations curtailed activity: competition
was intense. In short, the time was ripe for a uy
improvement which would relieve the situation.
The early history of all enterprises is practically
identical. There is a pioneering period, one of
floundering expansion. sudden regulative interference, then things settle down to serious business. Radio was no exception.

In 1920 the enterprising pioneers were already

at work. It wasn't broadcasting then: it was

fan, masquerading as experimental work. Existing commercial stations and amateurs both
dabbled, and everybody had at good time. S \K,
the station of Frank Conrad in Pittsburgh, became the first commercial broadcaster under the
call of K11KA. In 1023, broaelcastiug became
popnlan and swept the nation by storms. Stations
materialized over night; every gable- bodied man
who could read a blue print and handle a soldering iron built a radio receiving set. The thrill

of hearing a voice a thousand miles away held
most listeners spellbound. 'Hie favorite pastime
became sitting in front of the radio. picking up
one station softer another and sending each a
postcaud. It was indeed the era of pioneering.
It was new to broadcaster and listener alike:
they both got a thrill out of it and everybody
was happy. iioneering, however, is always
transient stage and the cud came rather
abrupt ly.
to

In 1927 the Govermm out decreed that the situation was out of control, so a department was
created to regulate radio broadcasting. All
licenses were called in. new wavelengths were
assigned and maximum power was specified for
each station. 'l'he assigned bands were classified
as clear channel, regional, or locals, depending
upon their purpose and coverage. Many, which
could shit
no real reason for existing, were
dropped from the list.

The problema was settled, as far as the Government was eonccrmed. The stations were placed
so that no two occupying the same wavelength
were within eoutlicting distance of one another.
This was lint Wailes for locals and up to 700 for
regionals: a clear channel station had its own
wavelength all to itself. To make this system
wort: out in practice many of the less prominent
stations were granted daytime hours alone;
others were permitted to use full power before
sunset, but. for example, only one fifth as much
in the evening. Station requirements were tightened and. to be permitted to use the air at all.
the transmitter and program policy had to come
up to rigid specifications.
While the situation was decidedly improved.
many station operators felt that they were not.
covering their territory as completely as they
should. Suppose, for example, that it took 1,001
watts consistently to put a satisfactory signal
into a certain neighboring city, and the station
was aalliscd to use only 7100 watts. Increasing
power woos out of the question. for the station
would thou interfere with the others that shared
the sauce wave. The only way out was to use a
more efficient antenna, and so the engineers
turned to the charts Sonthwortlt had prepared.
as the next logical step. They talked controlled
radiation. plans were drawn on table cloths in
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restaurants, and conventions and meetings were

given over to discussion. but those who held the
purse strings were still reluctant. Twenty thousand dollars was the very least it would cost to
make the change. Iiow did the hard -headed
business men who directed the destinies of radio
stations know that the idea would work? Let
George do it lrst. If it works for him, then
will be soon enough to talk.
And sure enough. George did it. A small and
practically unknown station on the west coast
of Florida. WFLA- WSi-\. lrut in the first two -

element directional broadcast antenna. Radio
engineers and station executives alike figuratively held their breath when tests were made.
hundreds of receivers were tuned in. It worked;
the field pattern was no longer a perfect circle;
it was warped into exactly the shape the engineer specified.
;

in muse for a number of years. particularly in
point -to -point transatlantic code stations.

The basic circuit. shown as diagram number 1,
at the bottom of this page. consists of an antenna, a coil of wire wound on a form. a ground
connection. and either a transmitter or a receiver
coupled to the coil. The diagram is quite familiar. It is the one mused in your present radio.
the one men struggled with 12 or 14 years ago
when they built their first receiver ; in fact, it is
the same as is used in almost every wireless or
radio set in the world, large or small, sending

or receiving. Ilertz used it, Marconi used it,
and no one has ever found a better one. A station
using this antenna system would radiate in all
directions. like the expanding circle of ripples
set up when a pebble is tossed into still water.

tern.

The extended or directed field pattern shown at
2 on the map has but slight resemblance to a
circle. A station located in Philadelphia, for
example, which with n single antenna would
cover the territory bounded by a circle, could,
by using a two -element system with both antennas in phase, cover the Atlantic Coast from
New Brunswick to Georgia. and at the same time
be completely inaudible out on the ocean or west
of the mountains. With this system, flue two
antennas are connected to the top of the coil
mentioned above. The antennas must both be
exactly- alike, and the lead-in wires must be the
same length down to an inch. When both antennas are connected to the same end of the
coil as in circuit number 2. they are in phase.
'l'he distance between the antennas governs the
length of the pattern. With the towers spaced
3., of a wavelength apart. the pattern is one
third hunger than it is wide. l'ut the towers %
wavelength apart and the pattern is just twice
as long as it was originally. With this latter
pattern tiny side lobes form. Pulling the towers
still farther apart will lengthen these lobes and
shorten the two long ones until a four -leaf clover
results.

Hertz, himself, discovered that a wire parallel
to the antenna had the same effect as the reflector and was much easier to handle. Commercial systems using wire reflectors have been

At first glance one is apt to get the impression
thnt this is a fine way to get something for
uothinr. Such is not the case, for no matter how
fantastic the final pattern, the total energy

WIND, at Gary, Indiana. was the second station
to try the experiment. 'l'he radio world at large
was still not convinced that the idea was practical. In the fall of 1933 the redesigned station
was ready to go ou the air. The purpose of the
directive system was to concentrate as much energy as possible in Chicago, and not waste it
covering the uninhabited expanses of Lake
Michigan. A second time the system worked.
Engineers breathed easier and, with the consent
of station owners, went to work to settle their
own problems in the new way. Today there are
39 stations on the air having directive antennas,
and more our being built.
ifow does it work? The principle of the directive
antenna is simple and quite old. In fact, the
first antenna ever used was directive. Hertz,
father of radio. used a parabolic reflector, 'way
back in the :SOs. to direct his radio energy toward another antenna in a second parabolic reflector. That is the whole story. The placing of
the reflector governs the shape of the field pat-
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a heart or spade by varying the tower spacing, and is used where it is intended to (.oncimtrute all energy in cue hemisphere and suppress
it completely in the other. 'File piece de resistance of the phase-lag is a choke coil. .\ choke
coil causes an alternating current to lag; a condenser nukes it lead. Ity juggling the (*holies
and condensers the exact amount of lag desired
is obtained. This need not be 90 degrees; it can
be anywhere from 1 to 359 depending upon the
pattern desired.

into

One engineer Worked for months

dsigning

a

four -element antenna system. Ills problem was
exceptionally complex. fur the station was located at the hase of a peninsula. tInc narrow
boa nt was lo coNrr the tongue of laud. and a
wide fan was Io racer three important cities on
the mainland. In addition. a local saurian was
to use one of the fout towels simultaneously on
a higher frequency. operating t1191 directionally.
'1he engineer designed the station. 'milt il, tuned
it in mid winter. with the temperature 'clam
Zeno and the slime up to his armpits. and when
at I:I-I the job %vins completed and the station
working. he threw up his bands :nid sand. "I
don't know why it narks but it does. -

(Page ln, ple;t<tJ

r,nun.,
i/r .t m. rìnut
directional transmitter, from
The twin towers of
which energy is directed toward two cities.
a

radiated is never greater than that svltich would
a iiri-ni :n pattern from :t non directional
enantenna. What actually happens is flint
ergy i- lil'ertett Imo'tird a preilt'ltriiii Heil tlt'sttnatiuu and smpprossoti el sea here. 'Mulch good call
come from turning the turgy loose in New England. while the results of (* :owing to the Atlantic (tecan are (lm'ions.

,o into

iii

i

The next complication which arises in the design
of odd- shaped field patterns involves antennas
which are ont of phase. Alternating current, of
which radio ettergy is composed. is first positive,
then negative. In Ibn house lighting current
these changes lake place rather slowly, usually
only 9(1 lunes a second, so we call it GO-cycl current. In radin the alternations are much faster.
hat the principle is the saune. tao. with an antenna system that is 1*,11 degrees out of phase.
when one antenna is positive. the other is negative. and they sur one half cycle apart. This
sounds very complicated. but all that needs to be
done is connect an antenna to each end of the
:II'erinanlioned roil and the ground to the middle, as shown in circuit number 3.

Complexity begins and the engineers work for
their money when one antenna is tutted to the
desired wtis- uhngth. nul the other is 'Wilber ately thrown a quarter cycle out of phase by
means of :u phase -lag circuit like that shown as
circuit bunter -I. The resulting field pattern at
point

4 ou

the map is

a

fan, or it can be acute

An engineer here checks the field intensity map (on
the wall) against the computed field pattern for a
directional broadcast antenna. Results can be computed beforehand with an amazingly high degree of

accuracy.
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WHAT'S NEW
IN 1939

RADIO RECEIVERS
By J.

A. DOWIE, Chief Instructor

THE 1939 models of Radio receivers have been
most manufacturers. and the
announced
new Radio season is now well under way.
Let us see what the nest yt'at will hold in store
for the Itadiu man. looking over the unary attractive table :uns console models. we set' that
automatic tuning is really reaching the stage
where it is considered au essential requirement.
In the smaller sets we find mechanical and electrical automatic toning systems running neck
and neck in a race for supremacy. while in the
larger sets the battle is between the electro-

(motor-driven and the electrical
(trimmer condenser) systems. with automatic
frequency control right at lcual in many sets to
correct the mistakes of these ingenious buttuncontrolled robot tuners.
mechanical

Naturally we eaunot hops to cover every new
feature of these sets in this single article.
.

let us select a few at raud.nn awl give them he
once-over. .\ little study and a little remembering of fundamental Radio principles will reveal
the secrets of these new gadgets.
Philon ifrcxferlt ('oalrol. ')'his, thy biggest new
feature of them all. is at the tinny of writing this
article still a mystery insofar as circuits are
concerned. Let's try it out first to sue e \arty
What this atttat'tivo little renlrul b4)\. wish no
external wires whatsoever. init do to a Itadiu
set, and then let's see if we can ligure ont for
ourselves what's in this magic box.

With the I'hile" mystery control. any one of
eight different statients may be tuned in automatically by anyone within enjoyable hearing
distance (up to 1111) feet of the receiver, in
dials a single
ranch the same manner as
number on an automatic telephone. Volume can
1

A 1939 Stromberg- Carlson Radio receiver with
automatic push -button tuning is behind the
front panel of this splayed foot cabinet in
early American design.
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Front and rear views of General Electric model G -I05 receiver with built -in beamascope antenna and keyboard touch tuning. A portion of the beamascope shield is cut away on the
rear view to show what is inside. The entire beamascope is pivoted at top and bottom.

ht' varied from zero lo maximum. and the receicer can even be switcIi ii off from the mystery control.

Naturally, this uuitfne type of reunite control

has been reserved for the higher-inieml itt this
in the l'hileo lino: one of these is the t.todel
liti UN. illustrated mtu the front cover of this
issue. It is :t fourteen-tube receiver with a balanced tield t'athedr:tl speaker. inclined souadiug
board. and streamlined full vision tuning tl'al
for broadcast :nul short wave hands. Illuminated
windows indicate which eue of the eight l' :tcurite
soutiens is living limed in It the mystery cou trol at any tinte. .0 cacti side of the touting dial
:n milled -edged dises w Writ replace tile tonoulioual tuning knobs :uni simplify accurate

tinting of short wave stations.

Tu view of the fact that no wires are lasittiret
from the mystery control to the Itadim receiver
or power lino. this control is uudontetoelly a cum_
pact short wane it :utsutilter, with pus -dtty it
single tube operativ, front utielcct huileries. A
station is tunnel in from the ut. story control by
inserting a titr4i.r iti the correct depry -sitt ill the
dial, rotating Ihe dial until the lingo!. roaches

Ille stop, then releasing the tili,:r. - spring
return, the dial to its original position. opening
definite windier of times
he transmitter circuit
tyhen doing this tan ordinary telephone dial
works the same y:ty t.
t

oi

III the Radio cabinet until be a small auxiliary
receiver tuned 10 the frequency of the control
box transmitter and feeding into a telephone typo selector switch: the circuit which this
switch closes depends upon the miming of cnrrtti pulses received. This swilctu, thou. controls
the electro- ntech:ntical automatic tuning mechanism in exactly the same way :es ordinuy push huthm switches. :nul iu addition, nnrt control
devices which change volume and (tint the set oil'.
Each mystery control box- receiver combination
must be adjustable to a elifferett carrier fre(men y: this would explain limy several receivers
and several control boxes can be in the saute
room without interfering with each other. Ilemember titis explanation is simply otue w :t ill
which the mystery control could worl:: we It
not claim it to be the exact method used by
l'hilco. In early deco nstrations. wateltftti l'hi'4 o
engineers have managed to peeve-id iii uisitice
Page
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What is inside this attractive little box
that is so widely publicized as the Philco
Mystery Control? This article gives you
some pretty good clues.

Electric 24 -hour automatic time -tuning control
lever being pushed up will make this modern
electrical robot tune in station 2 (WOR at exactly
6:15 p.m. The levers above the clock are used for a.m. times.
General

in use. The

persons from prying urto the mystery control
cabinet.
General Electric /lrucna.scopr. A built -i uto -thecabinet Radio antenna known as the Ieamascope
is one of the outstanding new features in the
1939 General Electric receiver line.
The beamascope eliminates antenna and ground
connections when only high- lidelily reception of
nearby stations is desired. It is merely necessary
to plug the receiver into an electric outlet and
rotate the beamascope for minimum noise when
tuned to a station ; this means Irat the receiver
can be moved from one room to another with no
more installation difficulties than are present
with a floor lamp.
t

As you can see from the cutaway view of the
beamascope, this new indoor antenna is essentially made up of a carefully designed loop antenna known as the acceptor circuit, wound on a
specially treated wood frame; this loop is surrounded by a cylindrical shield or rejector circuit made up of many tine wires woven together
and grounded to the receiver chassis. This shield
is of the faraday type, which completely shields
the loop antenna from electrostatic components
of Radio signals, while allowing electromagnetic
components to reach the loop.

General Electric Time Tinting Unit. The General
Electric time tuning device, mounted beneath
the hinged top cover of the higher -priced G -E
receiver models, makes it possible to preselect
any one of five different stations for a full
twenty-four hours ahead. Referring to the
photograph shown in this article, you will note

)

La
here are 94i tiny levers. one for each fifteenminute period of the day, grouped around st
'l'eleehron electric clock. The contacts in this
dock and lever assembly are simply the equivalent of extra lush -buttons in shunt with the
regular slat hat selecting hut tons ou t receiver.
with the clock acting as a robot button- pusher
at the beginning of each fifteen- minute period.
'l'he clock contacts close for only 7 seconds each
time, but this is more than long enough for the
tuning motor to drive the gang outing condenser
to the correct setting for the desired new slat ion.
1

t

t

great many of the new General Electric receivers are equipped with keyboard touch tuning. an improved version of the automatic touch
tuning used in last year's models. Separate keys
resembling those on a piano are Icrtivided for
each favorite station; these operue as simply
and smoothly as piano keys.
A

Remote keyboard control is offered as auxiliary
equipment with some of the now G -E models.
This is connected to the receiver by means of a
c:tble. In addition to the station keys, there are
provisions for controlling volume.
.Stromberg-Carixon. Cabinets. New ]radio cabinet
designs made by master furniture craftsmen are
featured in the 1939 Stromtbetg- ('arlson line.
The model shown in this article is an exact replica of an early American splayed foot table.
the original of which is in the Pennsylvania
museum in Philadelphia. Other cabinet models

are authentic Chippendale and Duncan I'hyfe
designs. One particularly interesting early
American model is so designed that it can be
located in a corner of a room right up against
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the wall. The cabinet has a carefully designed
back chamber which prevents annoying cavity
resona lice and echnes such as :use obtained when
an ordinary receiver is placed close to a Wahl.

Philco Mystery Control Demonstrated
at N.R.I.- R.M.S. Receiver Servicing

17hu- /ndcvw ,s'uand Recorder. 'l'he Presto R'eordins l'orporatiou announces a 110W console
record:iI phone rat h of mndp.rn design (also
illustrated in this article). Solid walnut is used
in the construction of the cabinet. 'l'he unit is
really a combination sound recorder, highfidelity electric phonograph and three -watt pub-

More than one hundred members of Radio
Manufacturers' Service, including many N. It. I.
students and graduates, attended a double -feature radio party- held recently in the sales mom
of Columbia Wholesalers, Inc.. in Washington.
I). ('., under the joint sponsorship of Piffle() and

1

Party

N. R. I.

'l'he first feature of the evening, a unique serviciag- without -tools game developed by N. It. I.
this year for Alumni Association meetings, went
over with it hang. Each person attending was
given a circuit diagram of a 1:I39 l'hilco receiver
of conventional design. along with a set of questions, each of which described 1,111' receiver defect such as an open tiller condenser) and listed
live different effects. '('hose participating were
to encircle the one correct effect in each case.
After thirty minutes of head -scratching, the
papers were collected for grading, and Mr.
Joseph Kaufnt:tn, N. It. I. Director of Education.
proceeded to analyze each question in detail.
while Mr. Paul 'l'huntsen. N. It. I. Connnunications t'unsultaut. produced each defect in turn
on the actual receiver as a dramatic verification
of the technical analysis.
I

The second feature of the evening, introduced
by Mr. J. It, Jackson, Philco Service Engineer.
and presented by Mr. lldodgett. also of the Engineering Staff, tooth cloning to Washington from
the main Philco plant in Philadelphia for this
meeting) was a fascinating demonstration of the
l'hiIto Mystery ('untrftl. It worked perfectly-upside down, sideways. in every corner of the
room but how it worked remained a mystery
as l'hile() engineers laughingly refused to verify
the many guesses tired at them.
A complete Presto sound recording system is
built into this attractive modern cabinet, intended for use in schools, music studios, and
in the home.

Potato chips. pretzels. cheese and refreshments
received equally as hearty it welcome as the two
main features of the evening.
lt r
-

i-

Radiomerriments
lie address system there are provisions also for
installing a Radio toner for utahiug recordings
of favorite Ifadio programs. Additional information on this e:ut be obtained from Presto Recording Corporal ion, tai) West lilth Street, New
York City.
:

17

r

i

The platinum wire used in the 1 /1(H) ampere fuses
which protect slime delicate radio meters is :it)
Dines finer than a human hair. One pound of this
fuse wire wo:tld be about -1.770 miles long and
would efts( almost $1 1,011050 at present prices.

Push -full -An accordion.
Cat -whisker -A mouse detector.
Feedback--1 football player.
Wane -T rap --A storm-reducer used on ships.
Skin Effect-A peculiar feeling experienced
when the hand is placed across a lilt-volt A.C.
power line.
Pick-l'p -A beautiful blonde.
Shield Device for keeping mice out of a Radio
part.
Ilroadcast Band -Ben 'Bernie and all the lads.
Plug-in- Last finisher in a horse race.
Lightning Arrester -A speed cop.
Page Nine
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Tailored Radio Waves

(Continued from page 5)

The actual building of a station is the least of
a radio engineer's wiirries. Mouths before the
construction starts he must make his plans. A
map is drawn showing the present primary service area. If these figures are not available, or
the station is new, a test transmitter must be
erected and the service measured in the field.
This task alone takes two or three weeks. When
the map is made. if the area (livered does not
include all the points desired. a directive field
pattern is selected which will warp the energy
into the proper shape.

The patterns are available in printed form. but
each station is an individual case, aml all the
details must be worked out carefully. A very
slight error is often enough to throw the whole
array out of balance. To make certain. the formulas compiled by Southworth are fitted to the
ease and then worked out. Fifteen pages of
equations suce not uncommon in the figuring of
a single station. Balancing this against an expenditure which may top fifty thousand dollar's.
the effort is well worth while. So accurate are
the equations that it is possible to know the
exact size and shape of the field pattern long
lieftire the station goes on the air. One engineer
makes a practice of deliberately under-estimating the anticipated coverage in his first report.
SO when the actual range of the station is measured it is consistently ten miles more than
figured. This pleases the owners.

broadcasting station uses
more than four antennas. Point-to-point stations. both phone and telegraph, however. have
found an array of multiple antennas to be both
ecotunuical and advantageous. A typical radiotelephone station consists of a double row of
vertical antennas. carefully spaced and situated
so that their broadside is "aimed" directly toward the destination. Each pair of antennas is
so connected as to be 90 degrees out of phase.
In reality they are only a modern version of the
old antenna with its reflector which Hertz used
almost 50 years ago. Twenty -four pairs make
the standard array - -a total of forty- eight. antennas. This combination produces a laeani
which is compressed into a pencil of energy.
placing the full signal at the receiving end. and
is inaudible a few stiles on either side. It is
practically a telephone line without wires. By
using it on the eastern coast of the United States.
five kilowatts places a strong signal in England.
By the conventional non -directional method it
would take 130 kilowatts to do the same work
and the phone message could be picked up just
as easily in San Francisco. Radio beacons
on shipping lanes. and radio range systems on
airlines are also modified forms of arrays.

So. by scientific use of the power available, the
broadcasting stations which felt they were be-

ing discriminated against ten years ago are now
in a position to ofi'er better service than was then
possible by the best. Interference is almost a
thing of the past. and, by careful planning. a
number of cita iniels have been made available
for new stations all because broadcasting lias
ceased to be broadcast and is now a scientific
distribution of radio energy, to serve the most
in the best way possible.
n.

r

i

Eimac Vacuum Tank Condenser
th'divary air -dielectric condensers capable of
withstanding the high WE. voltages present in
the tank circuits of transmitters are quite large
and cumbersome because of the need for spacing
the plates far enough apart to prevent flashover. with this greater spacing making necessary
the use of a large number of plates. Eitel Mc-

Cullough, Inc.. of Saut Bruno. Calif.. manufacturers of Eiiii:ii' transmitting tubes. have developed at new vacuum tank condense' which
eliminates the use of the old -fashioned, balky
and inefficient nuit by observing the simple principle that a high vacuum is almost a perfect

insulator.

At the present time no

J
It looks like some new radio transmitting tube,
but actually this metal -ended glass tube is a
plain, ordinary fixed condenser. Some day you
may find it in television apparatus, but today
its chief use is in broadcast and short -wave
transmitters.

l'Ia plates of this new condenser are spaced
close together and mounted rigidly inside a
highly -evacuated glass envelope having a terminal at each end. These terminals or contact
prongs are designed to fit standard 60 ampere
fuse clips, making it possible to interchange the
condensers in a few seconds when necessary.
Single units, approximately six inches long, are
available in capacities from (i mmfd. to 50 minfd..
and are capable of withstanding peak R.F. voltages of up to 32,000 volts.
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zr £aOaeataey P$e
By

GEORGE J. ROHRICH

The purpose of this department is
to furnish supplemental experiments to students who /rare completed their Home Laboratory
course, but who Irish additional
lrrbornloryl experience. You are
not required to performs these erperinrnts, but you will gain inrrrused knowledge by doing so.

Most of the material required trill
br ¡hut rerrired as part of the

I,aborator¡I Gaerse. Any other
material necessary can be purchased eery reasonably raid trill
eons/ il fife rat in rrxhnenf rat he r
flaut an expense, as it will serve
nx replueeut ell lx ¡n sev/qr.' work
as' be uselivi in your shop later.
George J. Rohrich, Engineer
in Charge N. R. I. Laboratory

AN EXPOSITION OF EXPERIMENT NO. 30
Inquiries have been received for iufurunttiuu ou
testing the Wheatstone Bridge circuits and parts
for Experiment No. 30 when failure is noted.
Frequently. such requests fail to make cleat' if
Experiment \o. 30 appears in the instructions
for Out lit 3I1A or 3ßr1 -1.
Experiment No. 30 originally was operated with
dyuatrots oscillator in the instructions for Outfit 311A. This circuit is reproduced below.
Occasionally, trouble is experienced by failure of
this dynatruu circuit tu produce oscillations
easily for supplying the A.C. voltage needed in
the bridge c'ir'cuit. This failure is noted most
frequently when using :t
pc 30 tube of res's'ui
m:uutfacttirce and is cans,,I by the fact that
these llilies :fir now purposely made to produce
the least :moo unt of seesiu, ;try anti- -iew. Naturally, as dyualrou os //Luaus de prod upon
secondary emission il is reasonable tu ex11e,9
failure often in the original cire ait.
a

t

FIO. i8

in 314A

The original circuit of Fig. 31 in :11:.\ often .:iti
be made to oscillate by increasing the grid
page to 112 visits. 'however, this practice no longer
is recommended. It is better to use one of the
simpler arrangements suggested by the two remaining diagrams for Fig. 38 which are reproduced below.
Realizing the cause of frequent trouble with
Experiment 30 in 311.1. this experiment is now
replaced with the feed -hack type oseill :tor anti
this revised instruction sheet is now identified
as Outfit 311A-I. The difference in the two diagrams is the only change noted in the two ina

struction sheets.

If

you also experience trouble with Fig. 38 of
then test this circuit as follows:

311.1 -1

At I:101 the test prods to the terutivals of Ibo
anilli :nnuu'ter :is "hold/ in Fig. 3 of t nutlit 111.k -l.
1.,

pl'n

FIG. 38

so

314,4

-

e

t

Ftc.33

A C. operated.
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Test the "A battery" by holding the black test
prod on the negative terminal while the red test
prod is held on the positive terminal of this
battery. The milliammeter should deflect to a
value of approximately 1.5 milliamperes. This
will indicate that the battery is delivering approximately 3 volts. If you find that the deflection is less than 1 milliampere, this will indicate
that the "A battery" is exhausted.
Insert the tube. Now test the filament voltage
by holding the blade test prod on the negative
terminal of the socket while the red test prod
is held on the positive terminal of the socket.
Now adjust the center contact on the 30 -ol1111
resistor until the meter shows a deflection of 1
milliampere. This will indicate that the filament
is receiving the proper amount of 2 volts. If
the milliammeter does not respond to changes in
the position of the center contact but remains
always at 1.5 milliamperes. then this will iodirate that the filament of the tube is burned out.
Of course, the tube would have to be replaced.

tiometer while pm hold the black test prod on
terminal No. 3 of the potentiometer. You should
obtain a deflection of approximately 1 milliampere, up to 4 ma., depending upon the setting
of the center contact on the 30 -ohm resistor. If
you do not obtain a deflection, then this indicates that the transformer is improperly marked
and you will have to carry out the second procedure of experiment \u. 21. In other words. reverse the wires leading to terminals T and G of
the transformer.

Remove the tube. Now test the headphone. Rotate the potentiometer dial to zero for this test
and hold the black test prod on terminal No. :i
while you hold the red test prod on "A+." You
should obtain a reading of .0 milliampere. If
you do not obtain a deflection. this will indicate
that the headphone is defective.

You are now ready to check up on the condensers.
You should be able to hear a sound in the head-

Remove the tube. Now test the potentiometer.
Rotate the dial to 50 for this test and hold the
black test prod on F on the transformer while
you hold the red test prod on B on the transformer. You should obtain a deflection of approximately 4 milliamperes. If you do not obtain
a deflection, this will indicate that the potentiometer is burned out.

If you obtain a reading of approximately 4 milliamperes in the above test. then you can continue
with testing the secondary winding of the audio
transformer. Hold the black test prod on terminal G of the transformer while you hold the
red test prod on terminal B of the transformer.
You should obtain a reading of approximately
3.2 milliamperes. Failure will indicate that the
secondary winding is burned out.
If you found that the potentiometer was in good
condition. then you can continue to make this
next test for checking the primary winding of
the transformer. Auld the black test prod on
terminal P of the transformer while you hold
the red test prod on terminal P of the transformer. You should obtain a reading of approximately 3.8 milliamperes. Failure will indicate
that the primary winding is burned out.
Insert the tube. Test for oscillation by holding
the red test prod on terminal No. I of the poten-

Again test for oscillation. A deflection on the
rnilliauuneter will accompany a sound in the
headphone, even if the potentiometer is defective. Therefore. if you hear a sound while the
meter is connected but do out hear a sound when
the meter is removed, this will again show that
the potentiometer is defective. If no reading is
obtained this probably indicates a defect ive tube,
in which the grid touches the filament. If you get
a reversed reading this indicates a defective tube.
in which the grid touches the plate.

phone while rotating the dial between 0 and
100. You should also lie able to observe that the
weakest sound is heard near 9 or 111 on the dial
while the cumdemsers are connected as shown in
Figure 38. If the weakest sound is heard at 0.
then this will indicate that you have either a
short circuit at terminals G and 7 or that the
condenser across terminals 4 and is open. On
the other band, if weakest sound is heard at
100. this will indicate that the condenser across
terminals 4 and :-, is short -circuited or that the
condenser across terminals G and 7 is open.

These last observations will let you make further
practical use of the Wheatstone Bridge while
testing condensers. In other words. if the sign el
balances at O while testing a doubtful condenser
at Cr' you will know that this condenser is
shorted. If the signal balances at 100 while
testing a doubtful condenser you will know that
this condenser is open. It is suggested that you
note these additional facts by adding the word
"SIfOKT" at 0 in Fig. 39 of your regular instruction sheet. Also add the word "OPEN" at 100
in Fig. 39.

extra circuit is given here for the benefit of
those servicemen who desire to Operate 11w
Wheatstone Bridge with 110 volts A. C. However, a fairly high-pitched sound is generally
most effective and desirable. especially when
measuring very low capacil ies. Therefore, if the
A.C. operated circuit of Fig. 38 proves troublesome from Ilai..onree. them return to the circuit
for Fig. 3s n ' ' . -1. where the lai_h pitched sound
ohm resistor.
is obtained by regulating the
An

i
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SEEING THROUGH FOG WITH THE ELECTRIC EYE
By ALBERT

A. ARNHYM, N.R.I. Graduate

President, Arnhym Laboratories, Inc.

past fl
)i'ans the photo- electric
cell or electric eye ha, hecunu` one of Ille
most intlsiilant tools of modern science. (hie
of the factors whirl' make the photo-electric
cell so valuable as an 'cl etric eye" is its ability
ee" infra -reel light. which is invisible to
tu
the lu m nl eye but penetrates lo_, haze, smoke,
the human skin. certain types ((f wood, rubber
:I nl other materials.

D1"I:I\(. iho

time ago, the writer :nil his staff dea new type of phottnli
which converts
infra -visible pictures into Visible pictures instantaneously. OOP of the tubes which has been
used for this purpose is shown in Fig. 1. The
numeral ! indicates :t glass envelope which has
been evacuated to the highest possible degree.
At 2 is the cathodic, a round metal dise coated
with a light- sensitive material which emits electrons cVhen exposed to either Visible or invisible infra -red light. At .1 is the :Mode, it similar
round moat (lice which lias been treated) in
such a manner that it will fluoresce brightly
when hit by electrons. At 4 is a voltage source:
this can be either A.C. or D.C. as each photocell is self -rectifying.

since they are :Ill negatively charged. with image
distortion resulting: the glass envelope acquires
a varying charge \\ Well causes further distortin. The 11se of all electron Ions hetWe(m the
('lodt te(le< 1.111 l'1`illled' (list (dl'l i"ti elierls ccoiside1.81.1y. however; this lens k stmt. y II uil of
\\ ire \conull arollull the tube. t'ocrent sent
Iliiung11 flip wire in'oduees a ma nette field which
sial ilizes. focuses, :und magnifies or reduces the
image on the anodic.

Nome

veloped

in experimental

sal -ups very surprising results
have been attained with tubes of this kind. II
was possible to "sec" pi(titres through rubber.
certain types of wood awl other noruntll opadtne
materials. .\ tar tilled With artificial fog or
smoke was cosily penetrated. The e11'ecl is such

The scone which is to be mule Visible first
goes through light -tiller S, which prisses only infra-red light. ')'his eliminates all uudlo.sirahle.
reflected or distorted visible light. Lens (i focuses
the How entirely invisible picture onto the
cathode.

row each point of the cathode which lias been
hit by light rays, electrons will be ejected. their
number depending on the amount of light fall-

the point. These electrons are accelerated toward t
:110((1. by the applied voltage:
the electron gros hit the anode at high speed,
causing it to glow or fluoresce. The brightness of each fluorescent point (depends on the
density nt the particular electron ray hitting
it. ')'his again depends on the amount of invisible light falling on the corresponding point
on the cathodic, su \\ 1. see on the anode a small,
Visible iwnge of the invisible
greet' and cleat
scene pick('( up b
ns G. \Vi can observe this
image more easily Ihrungh magnifying leas 7.
hog on

t

1c

Theoretically. this sounds Very simple. but a
number of problems arise in practice. 'l'he materials used on the two electrodes are different and tend to suppress Nicoll other: the Voltage
required to cause fluorescence is 20140 to 141,0011
volts, which is considerably higher than can I:'
safely applied to the average photocell: the
beams of electrons tend to repel each other,

that the person looking :it the tlnurescdnl image

ill the tithe has the sensation ut seeing the invisible object directly.
')'hough this device is still in the development
stage, a large number of applications can be
foreseen for it. With additional iit'elopmeut
wort: it lolly he possible to mount two of these
tubes side by sido in the manner of binoculars,
for use in seeing through fog on laud or sea,
through haze, smoke screens. etc.: in industry
they may be used to detect IIawVS in rubber, to
study the cinder- layers of old master paintings.
('ti
.

it this early stage scientists :nr prdicting that the photoelectric (feet, in the course
of the years. will becomie one of the :cost useful
and important servants of humanity.
Even
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teetteamics,

By L. J.
N.

R.

I.

MARKUS

Technical Editor

Jay end Ozzie bring their Radio and electronic gadgets to
a
Hallowe'en party, with surprising results for all concerned,
in this timely science -fiction story about a millionaire who
didn't like parties.

SINES was lighter than usual t.c:t cool
nü l October morning in the trim, super -efficient Radio crcice shop operated jointly by
youthful .Jay careen and his chubby, mechanically-minded partner. Ozzie. under the firm name
of Electronics, Inc. Ozzie was putting the finishing touches on :uI A.F.C. alignment job. while
.1 ¡iy busied himself in the front office with circuits and designs for more of the ingenious elecBI

will get unlerlie:It lt h. affected mannerisms of
these people and reveal their true natures to Isis
t

wife."

"And we charge up to $1.000 for doing this'"
marvelled Ozzie breathlessly. "Rut where do our
Radio and electronic gadgets lit into the pic-

ture?"

tronic gadgets which were his hobby. Truly
a In .fitable li hhy it had become. too. for these
little varunnt tube affairs played important
roles in the capture by .lay and Ozzie of two
notorious. reward -plastered criminal wings
which had thwarted all efforts of Washington

"You just leave that to me. Ozzie. Take that
set you've been playing with hack to its home
and collect your twelve buchs: by that time I'll
have our party plans laid out. and we can get to

a telephone interrupted this peaceful scene. .1ay answered with Isis usual "Good
morning. Electronics. Inc.." listened for a few
minutes. then responded. "Yes. Mr. Rockingham.
I ass sure we can fix up something shockingly
different in the way of a Hallowe'en party without exceeding your top limit of $1.000. Suppose
we experiment a hit in the shop this week and
bring detailed plans over to you next Monday."

of their career. Naturally they could not stake
final plans until they Were familiar with the
personal habits :uol r;i s of each person to be
invited to the party. 11111 .1 iy knew enough about.
human nature its general to go ahead with preliminary experiments and work up a general plan
for presentation to Mr. Rockingham next.
Monday.

po I i oe.

The jangle of

Homer Rockingham apparently agreed. for Jay
hint_ up with a smile of satisfaction. and called
Ozzie unto the Office. "Here's where these electronic toys of ours go to work again." Jay an"Mr.
nounced with a smile of anticipation.
Rockingham. that millionaire who recently
out Ott Massachusetts
bought ti linge mans'
Avenue. wants us to stage a party which will
permanently cure Isis wife of her party- staging
mania. Ile's one of these home-loving men. with
no interest whatsoever its the group of socialites
being entertained so lavishly and so frequently
in his home. Our Job is to put on a party which

work," stated Jay.

An hour later, both were in the laboratory ready
to start on one of tln most unique assignments
t

i t

"Ozzie. see if you c:ut lilt(' seine of those leakage reactance transformers we bought front
Allied Radio for $2.25 each a few weeks ago,'
regnested .lay. "They're a lot better than spark
coils for our purpose. since they are entirely
harmless and can be left on for hours at a time
with not a lilt of hunt or noise. The 600 -volt
shock which one of those puts out may have some
surprising effects upon the guests."

It was but a few minutes work to connect a line
cord and plug to the primary winding. and
measure the maximum secondary current by
connecting a tnilliammeter across the secondary
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Staes a !k,i6we'eK Patty
terminals. .lay was completely satisfied with thi
S milliampere meter reading on a direct short
circuit. fur he knew that this had been accepted
by scientists as a safe current fur the human
body under all conditions. The construction of
the transformer was such that it would never deliver :nitre than this S -ma. short-circuit current.
Fun -loving Ozzie suggested they try the effectiveness of the unit on Pinto, a litige police dog who
had a habit of rummaging tlreotigh every can
and box in hack of the shop regularly every
morning in search of forbidden food scraps; Jay
agreed that it might be an interesting experiment. so they grounded one terminal of the
secondary to a water pipe and connected the
other to a likely looking metal can on which
Ozzie carefully arranged the contents of a sardine can as hait.

Pluto's sensitive nose 51)4)11 led hiin to the trap.
With never n thought of danger, his huge tongue
made perfect contact with the metal can-and
six hundred tingling volts of electricity made
Pluto sit suddenly back on his haunches with a
yelp of indignant surprise and with not even a
taste of the tempting sardines.
More cautiously Pluto approached the second
time. but his sniffing black nose made equally as
good contact with the con as his tongue had
before Pluto had a sensitive nose, and his sudden backward somersault was truly a comical
sight. Ozzie howled with glee, and encouraged
Pluto to try again. Pluto diet, after considerable
meditation, and this was enough to send hint

homeward with no further interest in anything
resembling a metal can.

".\o wonder a single wire on frail posts Gil feet
apart, hooked up to one of these leakage reactance transformers, will hold back the biggest
herd of cattle in the country," exclaimed .Jay.
"And electricity is just :about as bewildering and
mysterious to the average person as it is to these
animals."
Photoelectric control equipment next received
the attention of Jay and Ozzie. Careful adjustments made each of their units so sensitive that
the flame of a match a few feet away from the
electric eye was sufficient to operate the relay
even when the shop lights were on. It was no
trick nt all to make the units respond equally
as well to interruption of light beams which were
made invisible by the use of infra -red filters.

Enthusiastically they worked on one unit after

:mother, outing them up while making plans fur
the forthcoming party.

The next 11onday .lay unfolded his ideas to %Ir.
Rockingham step by step; each net with the
millionaire's complete approval. There remained.
then, the task of determining exactly how each
guest was to be exposed. Ozzie suggested that
Mr. Itockingham's staff of servants be ordered
to chat with the cerv:tuts of each guest, on the
theory that servants often know a man's peculiarities and shortcomings even better than the
man does himself the other two agreed emphatically, and Mr. Rockingham also pointed ont
that servants could he depended upon to gather
any choice bits of gossip and scandal which
might be floating :wound. firs. Rockingham, according to her husband. was making her usual
two -day shopping trip to Ni w Viirk just before
the party for new clothes; this gave ample time
to install the apparatus without arousing her
suspicions.
;

0

0

It was Iltllowe'eu Eve. For the fifth time, Mrs.
Rockingham asked her husband, "Ilomer, are you
sure this party is going to be a success? IIere
I've rushed fu'it one shop to another in New
York for two dlays, trying to get a really exclusive gown for this party, and what have you
done? You promised a p,irty I'd remember for a
lifetime, but all I can see are a few shocks of
corn and the usual orange and black deco rations
For the fifth tine, Homer reassured his spouse,
lint fortunately she was ton interested in a lastminute check -up of her hair to notice the twinkle
of anticipation in his oyes.

tinkling of chines aiii1)nnced the arrival of
the first guests. and a moment later the Butler
ushered into the huge recreation room a mnchly
overdressed woman whose print austerity gave
the impression that formal 51)eiety was her only
world. Stepping through the doorway with hand
extended in greeting, she passed between two
shocks 1)1' ('orli. There was a faint click. and
from the inipres-ice Radio receiver at the f:4)'
end of the room mane the first thrill of the evening . . a deep and spooky voice booming out a
greeting: "Good evening. my dear Mrs. Van
Eyster!
:t lovely coat you are wearing!
lüd your hush :it'd buy it to keep you warm -or
quiet
'l'wo gasps were heard; two wmnien,
looking about really to faint, sat down hurriedly
:111(1
mumbled couivetitiunal greetings to hide
their confusion.
A
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The first net of the party liad worked perfectly. Concealed in one of the shocks of corn
was a :i'_' candlepower auto headlight bulb
mounted with a piano-convex condensing lens
and an infra-red glass filter in such a way that
this light soaree concentrated upon a photocell
in the opposite corn shock a Kan of light from
which all visible wavelengths were absent.
It was an ideal set -up for the purpose-the electric eye could "see" the infra -red beam perfectly
well. but no one else could. Interruption of this
beam by a person entering the room cut off the
light to the photocell. increasing its resistance
many times. A vacuum tube amplifier and relay
hidden behind orange -gold pumpkins at the base
of the shock responded to this interruption of
light, and the operation of the relay caused :a
faint click. This relay controlled a signal light
on the temporary control b1(8nil which had been
set up in the basement. iadicmling to Ozzie that
it was time for one of the "hello' speeches.

of the hand :nul the swathing words. ''rad, tut.
old boy --just IIallowe'en, you know. .lust Hal-

lowe'en!

I lane

a drink 7"

Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Schultz were the nest
guests to arrive. Elizabeth Schnitz was a small town beauty. pert and trim of figure, who considered she was doing well by marrying the village bootlegger, Adolph; now that he had inherited some two million dollars from an almost forgotten uncle in South Africa, she was sure
of it.

Mrs. Rockingham suspiciously kept one eye on
Isomer as the Hew guests arrived, but he, with
one hand nonchalantly in his coat pocket and
the other holding a tinge cigar, was the picture
of perfect innocence.

'l'he Radio voice spoke again. "Well, I declare
Lizzie, that stra inch of heel on your shoes
brings you almost up to Adolph's collar. You
certainly are gelling to be a climber these days."

Ozzie then read his speech in it normal tone of
voice before the microphone, but a low -pass filter
inserted between the mike and the Radio set
upstairs cut out all frequencies above 1000
cycles, giving :a spooky sleep bass effect which
completely disguised his voice.

That was i.izzie's own language. but her instant
comeback was .smothered by the realization that
the words came from the Radio and not from
anyone in the room. There was a challenge in
her eyes as she stepped daintily into the room,
pretending to overlook the insult.

The clue as to who was interrupting the light.
beam upstairs each time cause from Mr. Rockingham via ultra short -wave Radio. in his coat
pocket was a coatpact transmitter complete with
batteries and aerial. operating on a wavelength
of about (i0 centimeters and controlled by a
single push -button. With the attention of all
focussed on the new arrivals. Homer unobtrusively reached into his pocket and slowly
pressed the button according to a pre -arranged
dot and dash code which had been assigned to
the person about to enter the room. The filament
of the acorn-type tube in the transmitter heated
up almost instantly. permitting a circuit arrangement whereby current was being drained
from the pencil size filament batteries only for
the duration of each dot and dash.

I'o'teations,

A sensitive tiltr.'- short-wave receiver in the
basement picked up these interrupted continuous
wave carrier signals and converted them into
audible dot and clash sounds which indicated to
Ozzie the siueech he was to deliver when the
signal lamp for the electric eye flashed on.

And now Mr. Van Eyster. looking for all the
world like the typical middle -aged playboy who
means money to nightclub proprietors and waiters, entered the room. The Radio voice spoke
again, this time with a sardonic British accent :
"Cheerio. Van Eyster! So glad to see you out
with your wife this fine evening."

'l'he infuriated Wan Eyster glared his anger. but
Homer quickly smoothed things over with a wave

bay -windowed Adolph waddled
through the doorway after his wife. wishing for
all the world that he could loosen his two- sizestoo -tight formal collar. Scanning the room like
a television transmitter, he spotted a chair
against the wall nest to the bar and made a bee liue for it. 'l'he booming Radio voice shouted
out. "Ili there. Adolph! Sure does look funny
to see you in that monkey suit. awl outside of a
speak -easy. Tcui'll feel right at house in that
chair nest to the hat r."
Adolph brushed aside this jibe will: a wave of
the hand. and plodded determinedly through the
room to his selected chair. Lizzie, who had been
trying her hardest the last few years to stake
the world forget Adolph had ever been a lawbreaker, looked almost like a balloon ready to

explode.

With appropriate variations this same reception
greeted each of the other guests whom Mrs.
Rockingham had invited to her HIallowe'en party.
Most of these pretended not to notice the voice
of the Radio, in accordance with the decrees of
Emily Post. while those few who showed irritation were led to the bar by jovial Homer.
To those already present. the discomfiture of
each new arrival proved a great source of amusement. Their loud laughter did nothing to soothe
the frayed nerves of Mrs. Rockingham, whose
thoughts in connection with her husband were

becoming decidedly unpleasant.
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Electronics Inc. Stages

a

Hallowe'en Party

With the lust guest herded into the living room
:utd pacified. conversation started up spasmodically. with Mrs. Rockingham sending out a bombardment of words whenever the party seemed
about to die.
Adolph was bored, uncomfortable, and hot;
furthermore, his stiff collar was actually hurting. At last, taking advantage of his wife's move
to another part of the room, he decided to open
the collar. Absent -mindedly he placed his lighted
eig:ir on a nearby table. but hardly had he moved
his baud away front the table before a lire alarm
'gong went off with a hideous clanging. and the
Radio voice yelled out, "Adolph. Adolph -your
cigar is burning that antique table!"

hastily Adolph snatched up

Lis cigar and puffed
vigorously oit it to hide Lis embarrassment. The
alarm stopped the instant the cigar left the table,
lint Mrs. Itockinghani east many a worried look
at Adolph and the table for a while.

electric eye concealed in the table lamp and
peeking out through a hole in the elaborately
carved alabaster base had detected the glow of
the lighted cigar butt and passed the news on to
Jay and Ozzie by means of another signal lamp
downstairs. Investigation by servants had revealed this particular trait of Adolph, and had
even determined correctly ahead of tinte the exact chair which he would select, so Homer had
no need to signal for this event or even to watch
Adolph.
An

Mrs. Van Eyster was getting restless, a sure sign
among those who knew her best. that a tour of
inspection was costing up. Nonchalantly arising,
site strolled around the room, seemingly to admire this vase and that picture, but in reality
digging up news for her next gossip session. lu
11110 lime she arrived at the tire-place. The mantel
being just above the level of her eyes, she glanced
furtively around to make sure she was unobserved, then daintily reached up and rubbed her
linger across the top surface. But some person
tor some thing must have been watching, for the
Radio set focused the attention of everyone present on her in a most embarrassing manner: "So
sorry, Mrs. Van Eyster, that there isn't any dust
on the nututei for you to rave about tomorrow
afternoon at the Club tea."
'sirs. \':tit Eysle r snatched Back her finger as if
the ut :rttel wei i' a red-hot stove. and angrily
111011011 ilotyu ill her chair amidst the laughter of
1110 party. Mr... 1;0chiugh:ru was SO incensed at
the dust hunter that she didn't even bother to
glare at Ilouter this time.
A

one -inch wide strip of tinfoil, insulated with a
of v :rvish, had been placed across the en-

coact

(Continued from page 18)

tire length of the mantel, far enough back so it
would not be noticed during casual inspection.
With this foil connected into the oscillating circuit of a capacity control circuit concealed up the
fireplace flue, a person's hand or even linger
within a few inches of this strip changed the
oscillator tuned circuit capacity enough to stake
the unit stop oscillating. The resulting change in
oscillator plate current actuated a relay connected to another signal lamp on the downstairs conlamp which, according to the statetrol board
ments of Mrs. Van Eyster's servants, could safely
be assigned to her.

-a

Adolph was beginning to feel at home. Ills chair.
however, had a straight back. After u bit of
tidgettiag around, moving it away from the wall
a distance which past experience had shown to
be correct, he rocked backward. The calculations
were correct -the chair back touched the wall
the feet did not slip-but Adolph was not to enjoy titis comfort for long. The seat of the chair
warmed up-became hot- Adolph's trousers began to smoke -and with a scream of pain Adolph
leaped forward onto the rug, with the chair toppling on top of him.

-

Lizzie walked over to pick up the chair. IIer stuttered comment, "Selves you right, clumsy foui
Didn't I tell you not to 1141 that when we're with
cuutpanyr didn't help Lis feelings a bit-and
how he yearned for a cake of ice on which to sit
!

The chair looked perfectly normal, and the guests
who touched the seat found it perfectly cool. No
one believed Adolph's statements that it had been
red hot-that is. none but homer, who knew that
the threads of the covering were asbestos rat her
than silk or cotton. and that beneath the covering was a large. pancake -like coil of copper wire.
the terminals of which were shorted by a mercury switch only when the chair was tilted backward.

Beneath the floor was a similar coil, connected to
the output terminals of a powerful short -wave
transmitter. Normally titis transmitter operated
on low power, but the shorting of the coil in the
chair increased the effective load on the transmitter; the resulting increase in output current
actuated a series of relays which turned on the
full transmitter power, and its coil induced is
the chair coil circulating eddy currents large
enough to snake tite wire red -hot. The asbestos
covering transmitted this heat to Adolph without
charring.
Mr. Van Eyster had, of course, forsaken his wife
the instant they entered the room, and could now
be seen on the sofa with Mrs. Schultz, enjoying
her quick retorts while laughing with her at the
troubles of the others. She responded with an
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equal interest in his worldly airs and twinkling
eyes. From positions at opposite ends of the sofa.
they seemed to gravitate toward the center, a bit.
more each time a chance for a laugh occurred.
With assumed Carelessness his hand fell upon
hers -Lizzie gave a shriek and la at yell as the
entire sofa seemed to become alive with a million
red -hot jabbing needles. Boom lights dimmed
ominously and a haul pow-et hum conjured vivid
recollections of movie -created electric -chair
scenes as the couple tumbled forward onto the
rug. And now the Radio voice made one terse
comment: "risk, fish, Van Eyster! Ilolding
hands in public, and at your age!"
Fine copper wires cleverly- woven into the patterned fabric of ea I11 sofa cushion did the trick.
Each sel of wires was uimected to one secondary
terminal of an electric fence transformer con cea1141 under the sofa. The primary had been
plugged into a nearby A. t'. outlet all evening, but
not until Vtut Eyster and Lizzie had completed
the secu idai-y- circuit by touching hands was its
presence ma wed. It inc terminal of an ungrounded GIN)-volt, 60 -cycle A.t'. circuit may be touched
with no sensatio11 of shock.) The slight increase
in primary current when the secondary circuit
closed wits sufficient to operate a sensitive meter type relay inserted in series with the wall outlet
wiring, and the relay contacts in turn actuated a
multi -contact power relay which inserted a resistor in the living-room lighting circuit wiring
to dint the lights. and at the .saute time shorted
the power pack tiller choke in the Radio receiver
ill- tairs. producing the loud 120 -cycle power hunt.

"Adolph -your cigar is on the table again!"
called out the Radio an instant later, as Adolph
concentrated his entire mental facilities upon the
plight of his wife without having the slightest
idea what was going on.
Van Eyster showed 1111 further interest in the
fair lady; in fact. he now took a separate chair,
quite peeved at being exposed. It was Homer's
Radio, he reasoned. so Monier must be to blame;

how could he get revenge? Minutes of deep
thought. and at last his face brightened. Make
Homer jump, too
hot -foot would do the trick.
Matches were on the table- safety matches, too,
which would light readily on Hunter's shoes.

-a

Van Eyster watched his chance, slipped out of
the room when interest was no longer centered
on him, and a short time later was crawling
stealthily in again through a door just next to

Ilumer's chair.

At last reaching the proper position Without being detected, Van Eyster applied the match with
a skill and dexterity- possessed only by fraternity men -hut he never had a chance to wedge
the match in place. An electric eye under hunter's chair detected the first flash of flame, and
the relay in its circuit applied 600 volts of :ti-

oral- shocking electricity between two patches of
tine bare copper wire wuveu fnto the rug. ono
approximately under Van l- yster's knees and the
other under his hands. The unexpecteiIituss of
this shock mode it all the worse, anti involuntary muscle reflex action sent hint sprawling on
the rug. This, too, had all been planned before-

hand.
"Ileli. hell. Vaut Eyster-wilt you never outgrow
those kindergarten pranks ?" chided the all-seeing Radio voice as the disgruntled play -boy
gingerly rubbed a mustache sadly .singed by the
match flame.

Ilurder and

liai
it bec,uu for Nit's. Ituekfugliana to keep up the conversation. as one guest
after another was placed on the spot and sonie

pet habit exposed. Adolph sounded the fire alarm
gong a dozen times more, to the annoyance of
everyone, aucl the Radio howled in syutli,ithy
when one would -lac soprano insisted ou singing

two octaves higher than nature had tituiiilied
her for.

Putty whispered conversations among the

fe-

male guests were picked up by two microphones
concealed in the overstuffed sofas, each mike
feeding through a separate audio amplifier to
one of the headphone units worn by Jay ; he
could thus listen in oil two separate conversations, and when a ptutieult rly choice bit of gossip came through, could feed it into a silent
crystal loudspeaker eoncealed in the back of Mrs.
Ituckingham's favorite chair. since it was her
habit to sit with head back against the chair
when not talking. she heard some most illuminating remarks about her dress, her hair, her
home and her patties. So perfect was the fidelity
of the system that she simply accepted these reproduced whispers as being teal without ever
giving a thought as to how she was ]tearing them.

Lights dimmed and sparks flew when souvenir
addicts ;attempted to grab silver ash -trays left
temptingly in out-of- the -way corners -and not
once did the Radio make a mistake in bringing
these uctimis to the attention of Mrs. Rockingham and the other guests.
Supper was a welcome relief for the embarrassed and bewildered guests, and noue tarried
lung after that. As the lust couple left, Mrs.
Rockingham turned to look for her husbandbut he, wisely, had vanished.
Down in the basement, he was describing the
evening with great relish to Jay and Ozzie, exclaiming over and over again. "That vats the only
party I ever enjoyed in my whole life. I don't
see yet how you did some of those things, but
you buys have sure earned this check. There'll
be a bonus in the mails for you soon, too, for
judging from the way my wife looked toward the
cud of the evening. we've really put an end to
those silly parties!"
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-BY L.J. MARKUS-

Radio Beams Guide Ferry Boats!
the
mammoth task of guiding ferry boats across the
Straits of NI:lei:iliac (b4tWeen lake Iltnou and
Lake Michigan). Frequent fogs and the presence
of dangerous shoals made necessary this unique
procetitir' ordiu :nily used duly by :Ifrllattes.

Radio beaufs have recently been assigned

)r

r

i

--

Radio Trap Catches Gambler!
Ulan attempting to bribe
\ \-nshinclIn. 11. t'.. policeman) for gambling
-protection- \cas (licked up by a concealed micro phone in the officer's cor and broadcast by tl
sIi:III transmitter In auudher police car partied a
short distance atyny. It \t:ts 11441.4' 1ccorded by a
sll'll14 l °111111'1' :11111 Ilsed 114 K1.1.1111' a 1lotvict:1111.
)r r i

Th, conversation of

a

Cathode Ray Tube Is Compass!
An unshielded cathode ray tube can be made to
serte as a compass. \ \lieu the tithe is held vertically. with the screen facing upward. the action
of the earth's magnetic field upon the electron
ó4.n1 will Make the spot ointe due \test from the
center of the screen. ¡list as a current carrying
aire is moved ill ;1 nniguetII fjeld.

STRIPED KITTY WINS! Two Radio
amateurs ready to try out a new
transmitter spotted a beauti1/4 -kw.
fully- striped black and white pole -kitty
.

power pack.
the
Electrocution seemed the only solution
ticklish situation, so they
to this
slammed in the main switch and hoped
It
that 2000 volts would he enough.
wasn't- kitty leaped into the air with
screech, quite alive and ready for
a
war. A gas attack two blinded and
clinking hams leaped pell -mell through
a
convenient but unopened window
and the victorious skunk retired honorably- gone but not forgotten.
sound

asleep

on

Lamp Posts May Talk!
One of the problems encountered during recent
war defense demonstrations in European cities
of identifying cross -streets when driv\tas t

ing through city streets during air raid "blackthat corner
'Oils.- A New fork scientist suggests
aural
181411 hosts Ice equipped With 10111sl4ttkers
electric phonographs which repent softly 1111(1 con.
Ijneonsly the nuns "r the inter<ccting streets.

ri

Pencil Changes Transmitter Frequency!
Amateur Radio fails lutte learned Ih:11 they can
lower the oscillating frequency of a 1rausntittjng
crystal simply by applying India ink to one or
hot It faces of the crystal. An ordinary lead pencil
can be used for the some purpose: heavy pencil ing on both sides of the crystal can be 11se11 to
shift the frequency as notch as 5 lie. froid tl value
of 3.5 IInga ry('IeK, 'l'he lenc:lilic eau la' 1.1 %1Se11.
-

--II ri

Woven Glass Insulates Radio Wires!
11811114 ('oils by
In :t new \ it rot s lcirc nuidc t
the Anaconda Wire and ('able Co., threads of
glass are woven around the e151111T )tire to sel cl.
as a coullact siren_ :nul fly \ihlc in ul:ltion.

EELS EI)U(:ATE PUSSIES! When the five cats which are
kept in the New York aquarium for

ELECTRIC

mouse- catching purposes began to an
noy the sword fish, the curator simp y
placed a few electric eels temporarily
in the same tank. Several good 500 volt jolts from these living batteries
convinced the cats that all monsters of
the deep, from minnows up. ss'ere had
electric fence unit
I An
business.
hooked up to the water in a goldfish
howl will work just as well on your
pet cat.) Even more effective results,
from a cat -educating standpoint, were
secured by placing an eel on the floor.

Al I. CALLS i't)1.ICE! When
l s
electric eye burglar alarm system in
City hosiery warehouse sent
in a series of false alarms, police investigated. They discovered that whenever Black Boy, the official warehouse
cot. walked under the invisible infrared light beam, his erect tail blocked it
long enough to cut off the light to the
photoelectric cell; this in turn caused
a latch -in relay to operate, closing the
circuit to the alarm gong and keeping
it closed even after the cat had ¡walked
through the beam. Raising the light
source and the electric eye unit a few
inches solved the problem.

C:\

I

an
a

Kansas
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R.I. ALUMNI NEWS
J. Dunn
Dr. Geo. B. Thompson. Earl Bennett
Allen MIcCluskey, F. E. Oliver
P.

Earl Merryman
Louis L. Nenne

President

Vice-Pres.
Vice -Tres.

Secretary
Executive- secretary

NOMINATIONS FOR 1939
It seems like to fime at all since we asked you
to stake your 19:;s nominations for Candidates
for National Otlieers of the N. It. I. Alumni
Association. Yet here we are with the same request for the year 193!). Like little Rollo, who
socked his dollar watch with a lianumer to see
whether it was durable, we exclaim, "doesn't
time fly!"

But this is serious business -this matter of selecting our Officers. We have been mighty fortunate in our choice of leaders. We have liad
good men at the helm. Our affairs always have
been conducted ín complete harmony. Our Chief
Officers have been and are men blessed with
initiative, enthusiasm and loyalty to a cause.
That is one of the reasons why the N. R. 1.
Alumni Association has grown steadily since it
was organized in 1929.
N. R. I. Alumni Association is recognized by the
Radio industry as a progressive fraternity with

just one goal -to help its members earn more
money in the Radio industry under the most ideal

-

conditions. Wherever neessary -wherever possible
we have extended our influence and
strength to the advantage of Radio servicemen.

on page 29 of this issue is a list of the Offieers
who served you during the year of 1938. Only
Peter .1. Dunn. of Baltimore, Md., our National
President, will not be a candidate for reelection. fete very graciously is retiring for the

one reason that he wishes to give some one
else an opportunity to occupy the ('hair of President which lie has held for the past four cog
secutive years. Dunn will not relinquish his activities in the Alumni Association by any means:
he will be a Candidate for Chairman of Baltimore Chapter. Iu office or out of ofiiee you will

always find fete Dunn with his shoulder to the
wheel wherever the Alumni Assin-ialion is
concerned.
All of your present Vice- Presidents are Candidates for reelection. In fact. you will probably
want to move one of your Vice- Presidents tip to
the office of President. You may select amui in 0V
holding office, or you may select entirely new
men-you may nominate yourself if you desire.
Fill out and nail the ballot which you will tiny
on page alt. Return it promptly to National
Headquarters. The two men who have the highest number of votes for each of the offices will
be selected as Candidates, and in the next issue
of the Nuays you will he given the opportunity
of making a final selection of the Officers who
are going to serve during the coming year.
in the August- September issue of N ...
it.
R.uuio Nu:ws an effort was made to give you a
wide list of names from which you might select
your Candidates. This was done bec ause ileadquarters has no desire to limit the field to a
small number. Moreover, Ileadgliarl¿rs wishes to
give recognition to men who have been very loyal
to the Alumni Association and who are excellent
material for a National ofiiee. As previously
mentioned, it is impossible to list all of the men
who could well ho entrusted to an important
office, but by giving you a considerable number of
names, we believe you will be in a better position to select your candidates.
For your convenience and benefit we repeat the
list of names. You are to select one Candidate
for President. four t'anilidates for Vice- President, one Candidate for Secretary, and one
Candidate for Executive Secretary.
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1AQ

Stv1CQ Tatum
Conducted by

J.

B.

Straughn, N.

R. I.

Service Consultant

Send in your service notes. IPe will re -word them for publication.
To qualify your note for the NEWS you must have observed the
same trouble on two or more identical receivers.

TRLE'l'ONE MODEL 80-A

ofd. condenser

DEAL)

used as Nate bypass for the three 2-1 typo tubes. If the condenser lias brukeu down a MO volt paper replace-

Check the

.1

r

i

WELLS GARDNER ALL

SHIPPING

BOLTS
M(111ELS
With the exception of Models 3I\ and -IC failure
to remove the shiping bolts will prevent the
chassis from floating freely on the rubber
cushions and uricruphunie noises will he the result. particularly on the short waves .Ni t only
must the bolts he removed when the set is installed but also in show rooms if a good demonstration is to he made.
ra r i

EMERSON MODELS

MOTOR BOATING
AND INTERMITTENT

:t'SIAW AND 259A1V
Replace the .01 ofd. coupling condenser feeding
the grid of the 43 type tube. A 600 volt replace ment should be used. The 250,000 ohm grid resistor in this circuit should be reduced to 110,(110
ohms.

nri

HUM
EMERSON MODELS
108 AND 110
1f the difficulty is not due to the filter condensers,
look for a possible short circuit between the pilot
light resistor and the chassis. A 25 ohm 10 watt
wire -wound resistor may be used for replacement purposes. The replacement resistor should
be well insulated from the chassis.
n

r

EMERSON
MODEL 107
This is generally due to

INTERMITTENT

AND DISTORTED
a defective filter condenser (4)1111(41(4i to the eathode of the 25Z5 tube.
'l'he condenser may he identified by its blue lead
which gués into the condenser block. This con denser may he replaced with an S microfarad
The positive lead of
2111 volt electrolytic unit.
the new condenser of course connects to the
cathode of the 25Z5.

tari

STEWART WARNER

7!.

STEWART WARNER

ment should be employed.
n

tube. A .02 ntfd. 1100 volt paper condenser slundd
be used for replacement purposes.
.1Ann's F. Maws, South Carolina.

DISTORTED

AND
MODELS 1451A
AND 1461A
MUFFLED
This is generally due to leakage in the coupling
condenser between the 6F5 and the 6F6 power

r

i-

WEAK

MODEL R119A
When this condition exists yet stations may be
brought in all over the dial an audio defect is
indurated. Replace the speaker cone assembly
with a new one.
.JAMES F. BARTON. South Carolina.

nri

STEWART WARNER
DEAD
MODEL 1254A
Check for a shorted by -pass condenser in the
plate circuit of the type 41 power output tube.
JAMES F. BARTON, South Carolina.

nri

RCA MODELS 811K
ELECTRIC
AND 813K
TUNING
The buttons when depressed do not tune the set
properly and in this case check the button latch.
If it is all right, check with an ohmmeter from
the latch to the station selector dise. 'l'he tuning
condenser should be slowly rotated while watching for a make and break circuit. If this fails
check the tension ou the motor armature shaft
spring which makes the motor disengage. If the
tension is lacking the motor will pull the condensers a little too far, thus not tuning in the
proper station.
JAMES F. BARTON, South Carolina.
n

r

i

DELCO AUTO RADIO
NO RECEPTION
MODEL 666
A and B voltages okay. Test continuity from
detector grid of 6Á8G to ground ; if zero reading is obtained see if the tab protruding from
top of B.F. coil can which is located directly
beneath R.F. section of gang is not shorted to
can.
A. E. BARWOOD, South

nri

Africa.

NO RECEPTION
DELCO AUTO RADIO
MODEL 665
Check lead from stator of gang R.F. section to
coil which is below same for open connection at
tab protruding from top of coil can.
A. E. IiARwoo0, South Africa.
Page 27.
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Here and There Among Alumni Members
Harold E. McConnell is now on the engineering
staff of station KI'RC. Houston. 'l'exas. And recently married, too. Congratulations.
n r i
Frank Pesek of Cicero, Illinois. who makes a

speciality/ of diatheriny apparatus rem irrd a severe 50(10 roll shock. Ile saps he hasn't got ores
it yet and probably »ere,. trill. because of that
nurse tritlr the blue eue*, golds n hair and teeth
like pearls. Some guys hare all the luck.

-1 now hare seven employees," Irrites B. 1).

Rinehart of Richmond.
Ind. "I nota have eight."
maps O. E. Faulkner of El
llorado, Ark. Both Izare
shown steady advancement.

nri

-

ttri

\V. L. Lasley of Speedwell, Tenn., has j tin -based
a house and lot on a business corner in a neigh-

n. r i
.lanes L. Pratt of Benson. Vermont. is noue Mate
Radio Aide for Vermont in the Army Amateur

The Editor of titis page will appreciate personal
comment*. Please send them in. Anything of a
personal nattrre snakes good copy. Many fellows
say they like this page, but it takes a lot of copy/
to fill it -so let's hear front you. /lour about yon,

Noel Ray of Gadsden. Alabama. is one of the
outstanding Radio dealers in the south. Ye Editor got a good look at some photographs of his
strictly modern place of business. Said tangos
were reproduced in Radio Retailing, August

issue.

Radio System.

n

r i

Glenn C. King is Treasurer of the Radio Association of Grand Rapids. Midi. Ile recently
moved to larger quarters and now has one of the
nicest stores in his locality.
n

r i

extend deep sympathy to Secretary Sant
.Inrieek of Chicago Chapter. who recently lost
his mother. A hard blow, Sant.

boring tinvn where be plans to open a modern
Radio shops. We'll be glad to get :t picture of it,
Lasley.

nri

buddy!

of it tire which did a lot of damage. Bitt he is
coming right along again.

- ----ttt'i

We

n

r i

George W. Allen of Riverside. R. I., has a hart
tinte jolt of two days a week with the East Providence Police Department, as Radio operator,
which lue finds very interesting.
is

r i

In the peaceful town of Rosebud, Texas, is a
big Radio shop known as Little Bros. Radio Service. L. B. Little trill be glad to hear from members in his rieinity.

r i
John C. Staley of Sedalia, Mo., recently purchased a new couple for service call transportathat, which he uses in his full time Radio busin

ness.

n

r

i

E'ddic Sorg of Chicago broke his leg. The boys
of Chicago Chapter salt Sorg was showing Oldrich Zilinsky how to do the Big Apple, and
Zilinsky hasn't got his legs untied yet. Talk
about your pretzel benders! Both are hustlers
and are hope they get unraveled without further
mishap.

r i
Snorri Aroar of Raykjavik, Iceland semis an interesting snap -shot. He says at this season the
sou sets about midnight in his country :utd daylight creeps in again about 2 A. M. From May to
August they use no electric lights at all because
they have continuous daylight. Arnar is a big
man in Radio circles in Iceland.
n

nri

Just when things were going great for Clarence
L. ('alder of Baker, t tregon, he was the victim

R..1. Ma.ney of Washington, D. C., dropped in to
salt he has a brand new baby/ in )cis house. Money
is doing all right by himself in more ways than
one.

nri

Executive Secretary Menue skipped away for a
few clays tishiu ::ml brought a mess down from
the St. Lawrence River, some 451) miles, just, to
convince any doubters. Some of the boys still insist he bought them.

nri

One of our members sent in a very complete business card for an opinion before printing. In fact
it was so complete there was no room for his
none and address. Or did he forget that detail.'

tt r i
We've been furtuuate to have a very gaud luohiit_
girl on our covers for several consecutive issues.
How do you like them -we mean the covers? And
you fellows who have been writing to know who
the girls :ere -well, just keep your mind on your
work, will you?

nri

Dr. George B. Thompson of Los Angeles, Calif.,
Vice -President of N. R. L Alumni Association, is
of course, a college graduate. Ne Iras reetired degrecs of B.Sc., M.N. and M.D. But since he left
college he lias eomplcicd 2 :: Icone study courses.
And does lue !tenure in correspondence instruction! Ile has written a most interesting article
which arc /rope to print in the NEws NOW/.
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The Service Forum

(Continued from page t51

DEAD ON l'ART
OF DIAL
This trouble may be eliminated by raising the
oscillator coil about one- quarter inch from the
chassis with insulating washers. The difficulty
is evidently due to absorption of energy from the
coil thus preventing oscillation over the entire
dial.
ERH:n E. ill:aur. Kentucky.

ZENITH MODEL
IV-31

n

r i --

WEAK
GENERAL ELECTRIC
MODEL E -126
Check the 2.200 ohm resistor inside the first I.E.
transformer as it may be open and also check
for a shorted .oar mfd. by -pass condenser in the
plate circuit of the 61.7 mixer tube.
- -- --t1 r i
INTERMITTENT
KENNEDY MODEL 20

--

HUM

If hum appears when the signal fades out this

indicates a poor connection on the filament lug
connector and the power transformer. All connections at the power transformer lugs should
be resoldered. If tar has oozed out on the lugs
this may be wiped otT with a cloth when
soldering.
n

r

i-

WEAK
EMERSON MODEL 5A
Remove the cathode bias resistor of the 81 see ond detector tube using a 14.000 ohm replacement. The electrolytic by -pass condenser in this
circuit should also be replaced using a 10 mfd.
unit.
rr r
HUM
EMERSON MODEL 26
This may he due to an open in the filter condenser in the grid return of the 47 type tube.
If connection of a new condenser in the circuit
eliminates the hum the old one should be replaced.

i-

n

r

INTERMITTENT

CHEVROLET

MODEL 6010:38
Replace the 30,0(1(1 ohm resistor in the screen

grid circuits.

n r
OSCILLATION
PHiLCO MODEL 70
if the oscillations will not yield to the general
cures, by -pass the filaments of the I1F. tubes
lo the chassis with a .1 mfd. condenser. l'on
nuty have to experiment in order to find the hest
position to eliminate oscillation. The oscillation
is due to iII". picked up by the filament circuit
and in this way transferred from one stage to
another.

former. These leads sometimes touch the edges
of the condenser plates which will cut through
the insulation on the wire thus shorting out Ole
plate supply.
n

- -n

r

i

i

- - --

r

n

r i --

-

-

OSCILLATIONS

PHILCO MODELS
38 -1 AND 38-2

be eliminated by replacing the (ü'7(: it.P'. tube with a (iK7G type
tube. Also lengthen the green wire connecting
to the screen contact of the R.F. tulle to its
by -pass condenser. Run this wire around the
It. F. socket toward the front of the R.F. unit
and then back to the condenser. Keep the wire
as close to the hase as possible. Remove the
.00025 mfd. condenser from the I.F. screen
circuit. After run 4, these changes were made
at the factory.
-n r iTUNING MOTOR
MOTOROLA
RUNS CONSTANTLY
MOi)EL 124
This is (lue to the fact that the white wire is
grounded where it passes through the dial assembly. Eliminating the short at this point will
allow the unit to operate properly.

Parasitic oscillations may

-n r

i

DEAD
:AIRLINE MODELS
62-134 AND 62 -139
This condition accompanied by lack of screen
grid voltage is generally due to a break down in
ilre .25 mfd. paper condenser connected from the
screen grill to chassis. A Ií(10 volt replacement condenser should be used.
n

-

DEAD
PHILCO MODEL 70
1f the rectifier plates become red hot and the
filter condensers are O.K. check the filament
leads of the tubes at the rear of the chassis
at those isrints where the leads pass under the
primary trimmer condensers of the I.F. trans-

r

INTERMITTENT
PHILCO
NOISE
MODELS 38 -14T
shorting of
by
intermittent
This may be caused
the high frequency trimmer condenser. In general this may not he located with an ohmmeter
and a replacement will be necessary to definitely
sloes- up the cause of the trouble. ('leaning the
on,lcn' er and replacing the mica will enable yon
to churl: up on this condition without purchasing
a replacement part.

r

i-

--

--

-

DEAD AND
CROSLEY
SMOKES
MODEL 725
This may be due to a defect in the tuning
meter caused by a break down in the .(Ii nrfd.
A 601t
4(111 volt ILF. plate by -pass condenser.
volt replacement should be used.
n r i
- -INTERMITTENT
('ROSLEY
MODEL 706
This is sometimes caused by the screw on the
aerial terminal working loose due to wearing of
the thread. The trouble may be remedied by
soldering a small length of wire to the lug under
the screw and attaching the aerial lead to this
wire instead of to the terminal.

-
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Nominations for 1939

(Continued from page 24)

'l'he two receiving the highest number of votes
will be declared duly nominated, and the run off or final election will take place in the next
issue of the NEws. Remember, with the exception of President Dunn. your present Officers
are Candidates for the sana' Offices or for advancement : furthermore, you may select your
candidates from among the following men, or
vote for any one else who is a member of the
N. R. I. Alumni Association.
r'arl E. Slater, Coolidge, Ariz.
Isaac T. ILulgens, Magnolia. Ark.
It. H. Rood. Los Angeles. Calif.
C. H. Woodruff. Olive. Calif.
John R. Kelley. Denver, Colo.
Fred G. Conklin, Hartford. Conn.
George W. Howell. Wilmington, Dela.
S. II. Iauniels. Orlando, Fla.
\N. S. l l of ow y. Tucker, Ga.
Oliver 1t. 11111. Moscow, Idaho.
C. B. Morehead. Chicago, Ill.
Edward Sorg, Chicago. Ill.
.1. Verlin Hunt, Richmond, Ind.
Leonard E. Close, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
harry Laborde, Perry, Iowa.
William B. Martin, Kansas City, Kans.
Karl Sonenberg, Cloverport, Ky.
l

:1

W. B. Parrish, Frankfort, Ky.
Cecil Johnson, Alexandria, La.

Robert Beattie, Lewiston. Maine.
Robert C. Beall, Seabrook. Md.
Omer Lapointe, Salem. Mass.
Rex B. Smith, Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.
Jorgen R. Martinson, Minneapolis. Minn.
Harper Johnson. Jr.. Senatobia, Miss.
Claude West, St. Louis, Mo.
\\'m. Darlington, Butte. Mont.
Floyd A. Roberts, Scottsbluff. Nebr.

Parker, Lovelock. Nev.
E. Everett Darby, Woodsv-ille, N. ii.
C. D.

Peter

L.

Monier, Passaic. N. J.

Wm. Prescott, Rochelle, N. J.
Tames E. Graham. Hobbs. N. M.

Charles \V. bussing, Syracuse,
Glenn A. Williams. Cuba. N.

N. Y.
Y.

Alison A. Lomax, Spencer. N. C.
Arvid Bye. Spring Brook. N. flak.
n

r

Frank Moore, Portsmouth, Ohio.
C. A. Drotleff,
\V. G. Cordell,

Youngstown. Ohio.
Oklahoma. Okla.
Henry W. Freeman, Portland. Ore.
Clarence Stokes, Philadelphia. Penns.
Albert Melczak, Pittsburgh. Penna.
Clyde D. Klebach, Reading. Penna.
Karl R. Smalley, Cranston, R. I.
Horace C. Main, Georgetown, S. C.
Noel J. Tatwsotn, Aberdeen, S. I tak.
Sam Juricek, Chicago. Ill.
Charles J. Felon. Philadelphia Penna.
Joseph Barrette. Brooklyn, N. Y.
T. J. Telaak, Buffalo. N. Y.
L. .1. Kunert, Middle Village. N. Y.
C. H. Mills, Detroit. Mich.
W. W. Jensen, Baltimore. Mal.
J. B. Gough, Baltimore, Mal.
Wilmer Giese. Baltimore. Md.
I. A. Willett. Baltimore. Md.
Clarence Steed. \'ashington. D. C.
A. Schiavoni. Philadelphia. Penna.
A. H. Ketelhut, Benton Harbor, Mich.
'I'. J. Bowman, Altavista. Va.
liarry W. Merchant. Arlington, Va.
W. A. Bunch. Miami, Fla.
\N. P. Brownlow, Johnson City, Tenn.
J. E. Collins, Paris, Tenn.
J. D. Wood. Archer City. Tex.
L. II. Watkins. Ogden. Utah.
H. E. Monroe. Middlebury. Vt.
J. Walton Colvin. Orange. Va.
it. F. Keil, Seattle, Wash.
iloward C. Dittman. Wheeling, W. Va.
William Wiesmaan, Ft. Atkinson. W'is.
Ivan H. Thompson. Laramie, Wyo.
Alvin L. Campbell, iturdett. Alta.. Canada
J. H. Southey, Van couver, B. C., Canada
Henry H. Sutton. Plitt Flot, Man., Canada
Fred J. Fellowes, Winnipeg, Man., Canada
Wallace G. Conrad. Halifax. N. S., Canada
C. M. G. Smith, Barrie, Out., Canada
George Duff, Ft. Williams, Ont., Canada
G. C. Gunning. Smiths Falls. Ont., Canada
J. L. iluard, Drummoudsville, P. Q., Canada
Paul Provost. Montreal. P. Q.. Canada
E. II. Symons, Regina, Sask.. Canada
n

i

New York Chapter

Is

r

i

Going Strong

On page 30 we mention

that practically all Local
Chapters suspended meetings during August. An
exception was New York. This hunch of live
wires held meetings right through the summer.

in amateur Radio to conte to meetings and join
in the discussions. We talk about all phases of
Radio -you can't afford to miss these friendly
gatherings.

Irving Gordy has been giving some mighty fine
talks on Radio. He is a very interesting and
qualified speaker. A number of our members are
"ham" fans and the Chapter invites all interested

Meetings are held at S:30 P. M. on the first and
third Thursday of each month, at Damauzeks
Manor, 12 St. Marks Place, New York. Do not
confuse with a similar address in Brooklyn.
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Nomination Ballot

Directory of Officers
(To Sirva

Until January,

1939)

President -I'. J. Dunn, Baltimore, Md.
Vice- Presidents-

Earl Bennett, Evanston, Ill.

F. E. Oliver, Detroit, Mich.
Dr. Gen. B. Thompson, Los Angeles, Calif.
Allen McCluskey, Birmingham, Ala.
Secretary -Earl Merryman, Washington, D. ('.
Executive Secretary - i,. L. Menue. National
-

Headquarters. Washington.
n

r

D. C.

i

Directory of Chapters
Baltimore-I. A. W'illetI. Secretary. °dl l Armalt
Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Philadelphia-Camden
Clarence Stokes. Treaa, l'a.
surer, 3405 Kensington Ave., Philadelphia,
New York -L. J. Kunert. Secretary, 66-11 711Ií

-

All Alumni A-sociatim Members are requested
to fill in this Ballot and return it promptly to
National Headquarters. This is your opportun-

ity to select the men who you want to run your
the entire
Association. Turn this page over
other side is devoted to your selection.

-

After the balitits are returned to National IIeadgnarters they will he checked carefully and the
two men haring the highest number of rotes for
each office will be considered as candidates for
the 193!) election. 'l'1is election will he conducted
in the next issue of N.YriosAI. itAno NKws.

Vou may vote for the officers who served last
year or select entirely new ones. It's up to youselect any men you wish as long as they are
MEMBERS iN GOOD STANDING OF TIIE
N. It. I. ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. Be sure to
give the city :ttul stale of your selections to prevent any misunderstanding. A list of the 193S
officers are to be found in the opposite column.

St., Middle Village, L. I., N. Y.
Buffalo -T. J. Telaak. Chairman, 657 Broadway,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Toronto-Ed. R'itherstone, Secretary, 363 Nairn
Ave., Toronto, Ont., Canada.
Chicago-Sam Juricek. Secretary, 4223 N. Oakley Ave.. Chicago, Ill.
lietadi this slip carefully from your NATIONAL.
Pittsburgh- Albert Maas, Secretary, 9 S. Ilow- =.ItAino NEWS so as not to damage the book. Tear
ard Ave., Bellevue, Pa.
off the slip a the dotted line, fill it ont carefully.
Detroit -C. H. Mills, Secretary, 5-155 15th St., and return it immediately to L. L. Menne, ExDetroit, Mich.
ecutive Secretary. N. lt. I. Alumni Association.
ti 16th and U Sts., N. W., \Vashiugton. D. t'.
r i
i

-n

Are You Wearing Your Pin?
Recently there has been a great I, at:utd for the
N. R. I. Alumni Association Pitt. tnr supply wa.
soon exhausted but we now have a new lot available and we are ready to fill orders as fast as
they are received. These pins really are beauties
and every member of the Alumni Association
should wear one.

i tter signature

Aale

c'it!c

J. B. Hunt of Richmond, taliana says: "It is
with a great deal of pride that I wear the little
button identifying me as a member of the N. It. I.
Alumni Association. Besides being a good advertisement, it lends dignity to one's appearance."
I

Only members of the N. lt. I. Alumni Association
may wear this pin. They are durably made with
a patented safety clasp. The charge is only $1
and they are worth every penny of it. Address
your letter to the Executive Secretary, National
Radio Institute Alumni Association. 16th and
You Sts. N. W., R'ashington, D. C. Enclose one
dollar and give your name and address.

(Over)

The 1939 ,w,n ma lion is a i-it'e important one.
choose carefully the men- you desire to handle
the reins of the Alumni Association for the coining year. Let's all do our part to kelp the staff
handling the elections, by submitting ballots on
or before October 15, 1935.
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Local Chapters

Nomination Ballot

Practically all of our Chapters suspended business meetings during the month of August. There
were some strictly social shindigs on the side

L. L. MEN NE. E.rccuttre Secretary,
N. R. I. Alumni Association,

Hith and You Sts., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

however.

I am submitting this Noiainatiou Ballot for my
choice of candidates for the coming election. The
men below are those whom I would like to see
elected as officers for the year 1939.

MY CHOICE FOR

PRESIDENT IS

Brite

City
MY CHOICE

IS

FIllt FOUR VICE- PRESiIENTS

1.

Stte

City

t'te

Cit
3.

State

City
4.

City

MY

`4t

CHOICE F(1R SF:CRI:l'.\Itl'

City

MY CHOICE FOR

IS

City

te

IN

rite
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

State

Take the picnic held by Chicago Chapter, for example. There's an event which is on the calendar
for every year because each succeeding picnic is
better than the last one. And when that gang of
live -wires in Chicago set their hearts on a celebration they make history.
The grounds in Cermak Park are beautiful
spacious, plenty of shade trees and one of
finest swimming pools anyone could ask for.
women and children enjoyed themselves
mensely.

and
the
'l'he
im-

After lunch the fellows lined tip for the annual
ball game. No big league scouts were in the
stands and it was just as well because the boys
had an off day. The errors ran even pace with
the hits and we've been tipped off that the game
was called about the sixth inning because of exhaustion. The demand for sunburn lotion, horse
liniment and arnica was something terriffic.
Other Chapters held some social meetings during the summer. Baltimore went over big with a
party at which refreshments were served aplenty.
Well, vacation days are gone. Everybody is back
on the job and meetings are being held on regular
schedule again. Now, listen all youse guys -Bennett, Oliver. Feint, Barrette, Jensen, Juricek,
Schiavoui. Kunert, Willett, Mills, Stokes. Morehead, Sorg, and all the lads, you are expected to
take typewriter in hand after each meeting and
send an account to headquarters for mention in
these columns. Thanks a lot for your fine cooperation during the first half of this year. You've
been swell -all of you.
And now, with the coming of cool evenings, when
frost will soon be on the ground, cider time.
'thanksgiving in the offing, there is much work to
be done and no better time of year to do it.

Chairman Barrette of New York Chapter has
something up his sleeve for early schedule. Baltimore Chapter gets going again September 20.
Chairman Fehu of Philadelphia plans a big meeting for about October 20. Earl Bennett, Chairman in Chicago always can be depended upon for
a good meeting. The Detroit boys, with Chairman Oliver and Secretary Mills as leaders, do
things in real style -yes, sir, big doings are on
tap for this fall and winter.
So, let's tie in -and don't forget to send a few
lines to headquarters now and then for yours
truly.
L. L. MF.N\E,
Executive Secretary.
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#TH1. J

Article On Recorders Gets A Boost

ant taking this opportunity to thank the school
think it is wonderNATIONAL RADIO NEWS.
received a lot of help thnut_Ii the Laboraful.
tory Page in the last issue. I enjoyed Mr. Paul
H. Thomsen's article about Portable Recorders
as a Profitable Side Line.
I

for

I

1

liow'IN ( :. 'l'ittI (IN,
New Castle. N. It., Canada.
n r i

How Do You Like This Issue?
Mr. Markus certainly knows his electronics. I
believe in that old saying: "All work :tnd no
play makes .lack a (lull boy." Electronics, Inc. is
a revelation as well as good entertainment. I
would like to see more Television Mud I'otle

practice articles, if possible. Incidentally, that
was a beautiful tribute to departed operators.
by Mr. Haas. The New Radio Iladgets article
was very good. And the l'aiversal A.l'.- Il.l'.
article was the answer to any Radiotrician's
prayer. I've found those little sets rather tricky
sometimes!
PETE. T.

BáÇ

You Ought To See Us Now!
Mighty pleased to hear from you again. Mr.
Smith. .lust like hearing from an old schoolmate because in ltr27 I met you personally in
Washington. or maybe it was 1120, as I was
passing through the city and you showed me
around the school yourself. Fowl remembrances.
what? I met Mr. Ihm'ie and Mr. Haas, too.
\\'ben I passed through \V:isltiucton in 111:11 I
stty that you mien had
Was amazed at what
brought about in so sleet to ti:ue. Yon sure
started something. The \Immnii Association is
good and your messages through its pages have
been an inspiration to me during the ye;Irs to
keep trying.
1

.

The l'resideut's and Vice President's page means
something to me as have suet the men myself.
I venture to say you are as Well known in Canadian liadio circles as in the United States. Keep
up the good work.
1

THON
n

1'Aa6.\s,

Los Angeles, Calif.
n r i --

Electronics, Inc. Scores Again
I
would like to tell you what I thick of the
N.\rlosAr. IlAnto NEWS. I nut still a student and
to me it k worth at least two lesson texts. The
storie:. such as Electronics. lie.. are tops wily

R. LIN ELATES.

r l

Recent Articles Are Appreciated
I appreciate such articles as "Electronics, inc.."
and the article by chief of the Service Forum.
Mr. Str:Htghu. ou "Servicing llticorsal A.('. -1 0.l'.
Receivers" Articles like these, as well as that
on "Push-Button Timers" hi Iht. June-July issue
by Chief Ito\vie put the N. 1:. I. students and
graduates out in front where they belong.
\IAXwEI.L,

1111,.

Brooklyn.

(:Attl. .1. ('I:.\\'N\,
iu.
Leesburg, Ohio.

n

-

Likes Inspirational Comments
Kin ll n ,pt thanks for your mental stimulator
given always on the inside page of the cover of
each lesson and in our magazine.
.1. L. Fvst:,
Cristobal, I', Z.

AS

Ottawa, Ont., Canada.

1

r

N. Y.

i

Gets Many Ideas From News
greatly enjoy reading the \t:\vs and get many

good ideas from it. Particularly interesting was
the article on str;ieing I'uivet's:Il . \.l'.- i0.l'. sets.
IIIst like Ihi' tla ti., I'ornnt.
to r cr .It'\ntVVn.Le,
t1.1P:i 1s, Idt.
Page Thirty -one
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Oscillograph Pickup Units

NATIONAL

Several pickup units for translating various
sound, vibration, impact. heart -Feat and other
Phenomena into suitable electrical terms that
can be observed as patterns on the cathode ray
oscillograltit screen. are now available through
Allen lt. I tu\lont Labs., Inc.. _' Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.

itzAat
NEWS
FROM N.R.I. TRAINING HEADQUARTERS
No.

Vol. 8

5

October -November, 1938
Published every other month in the interest of the students
and Alumni Association of the

NATIONAI. RADIO INSTITUTE
Washington, D.

C.

The Official Organ of the N. R. I. Alumni Association

Editorial and Business Office, 16th & You Ste., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
L. L. MENNE, EDITOR

L. J. MARKUS, TECHNICAL EDITOR
NA IloNAt. R,+ato Nt' u

s accepts no paid ads crArticles referring to products of manufacturers, wholesalers, etc., are included for
readers' information only and we assume no
responsibility for these companies or their
products.

uising.

For studying sound there is the Type los 11
bullet- shaped dynamic microphone of special high
impedance to ttlteratt' tuttst advantageously into
an oscillograph amplifier. For highly localized
sounds such as an eu_iIll' noise. there is a small
lapel crystal microphone.
For vibration studies and measurements. there
are the ltrush inertia typo and the displacement
type pickups.
.\ stethoscope or heart -heat pickup, whereby
heart action can be observed on the oscillugr:tph
screen, is also availahle.
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